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U.S. jeweler David Yurman is continuing its legacy of partnering with the Breast Cancer Research Foundation for the
14th year, setting the tone for charitable aid to thrive in the luxury jewelry sector.

As far back as 2008, David Yurman has partnered with BCRF and created a limited edition run of pink jewelry
dedicated to the organization. This year, David Yurman is debuting new styles including a Ribbon Collectible
Bracelet and Ribbon Collectible Pendant which are both composed of sterling silver and pink enamel or pink
sapphires.

"By partnering with BCRF, the largest private funder of breast cancer research in the world, David Yurman is moving
lifesaving research forward," said Myra Biblowit, the CEO and president of BCRF.

"The company's steadfast support, year after year, is  a testament to its commitment to our shared mission: bringing
the end of breast cancer into focus."

The power of pink 
David Yurman is donating 20 percent of the purchase price of each of its ribbon motif necklaces and 100 percent of
net profits$16 of the $20 purchase pricefrom its pink rubber Cable Bracelets to BCRF on an ongoing basis year-
round.

Also, David Yurman will donate 20 percent of the purchase price from a wider BCRF assortment sold at David
Yurman retail locations in the United States and Canada for the full month of October.
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A post shared by David Yurman (@davidyurman)

A pink bracelet that pushes breast cancer research forward, from U.S. jeweler David Yurman

This year also marks the second annual David Yurman Award for Breast Cancer Research. The $500,000 award
recognizes David Yurman's significant fundraising efforts for the BCRF.

The 2022 award recipients are Dr. Hayley McDaid, a New York based scientist whose present research focuses on
identifying new therapeutic options for triple-negative and BRCA-driven breast cancers and Dr. Sarat Chandarlapaty,
a New York based medical oncologist and researcher exploring how and why breast cancers become resistant to
treatment.

Beyond funding transformative research, renowned luxury jeweler David Yurman is also announcing new
ambassadors this year. American model Taylor Hill and French-American model and actress Camille Rowe have
been added to the brands prestigious celebrity roster (see story).
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